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Abstract 
Valente, K.G. and M.A. Vitulli, Orderings and prime-like subsets of a commutative ring, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) 197-218. 
We show that CMC subsets of a ring arise via orderings on the ring and the unit intervals that 
they determine. In rings with large Jacobson radical these unit intervals completely determine 
the orderings. While there are examples of CMC subsets that do not come from unit interval 
considerations, we completely characterize those that do whenever the ring has a large 
Jacobson radical and 2 a unit. We also investigate the connections between orderings and 
real-valued preplaces. For local rings we show that the presence of a real-valued preplace is 
equivalent to the presence of an ordering. 
1. Introduction 
When introducing the CMC subsets of a commutative ring in [5], which derive 
their name from the fact that their complements are closed under multiplication, 
Harrison and the Vitulli incorporated two technical properties. For such a subset 
A of a ring R it is assumed that there is a unit e of R for which (1) e(u + b) E A 
for all a,b E A and (2) x @A implies the existence of a natural number y1 with 
ex” e A. In associating a valuation theory to the CMC subsets, these conditions 
take on historical significance. 
The CMC subsets of a ring fall into distinct categories depending on whether or 
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not e = 1 satisfies the properties listed above; respectively, we have either a CMC 
subring or a nonring CMC subset. In the classical setting of algebraic number 
fields, and in the spirit of Artin, the CMC subrings correspond to the nonarchime- 
dean valuations, or infinite primes (see [5]). We note that the second condition is 
crucial in establishing the latter correspondence (see [5, Theorems 3.26, 5.3 and 
5.61). Motivated by the rich interplay between valuations and orderings in a 
field-theoretic setting, we are interested in the influence of orderings on the CMC 
subsets of a commutative ring. 
Given an ordering on a field, one can associate a valuation ring by considering 
all elements in the field which are bounded by some integer with respect to that 
ordering. The ordering then pushes down to an archimedean ordering on the 
residue class field, thereby giving a real-valued place on the original field. If one 
pulls back the real unit interval via this place, one obtains a nonring CMC subset. 
One can take a more direct approach in associating a nonring CMC subset with an 
ordering of a commutative ring. Toward this end, we first consider the unit 
interval relative to the ordering and observe that, with some assumption on units 
in the ring, it satisfies all but the second technical property of a CMC subset; we 
call it a weak CMC subset. A CMC subring and nonring CMC subset can then be 
obtained by enlarging the weak CMC subset in a manner that is independent of 
the underlying ordering. For a field, we can use this approach to retrieve the 
real-valued place associated to any ordering. 
Adopting the latter point of view we are able to generalize results concerning 
orderings and places found in [l], [2] and [6]. Of special interest are sharper 
results in rings with enough units, a setting in which quadratic form theory and 
associated topics are seeing a resurgence (see [S], [9] or [ll] for example). One 
hopes that the ideas introduced in this paper will find application in this growing 
area of mathematics as well as real algebraic geometry. 
All rings are assumed to be commutative with identity and all ring homo- 
morphisms preserve the identity. For such a ring R, we let U(R) denote the units 
of R. If R has characteristic 0, we will identify Z with its image in R. Given 
X,YcR, we set R\X={rERIRjT?X} and (X:Y)={rERIrY?ZX}. For 
x,y E R we write x ? y E X to signify that x + y and x - y simultaneously lie in X. 
Finally, we say that R is local if it possesses a unique maximal ideal, and semilocal 
if it contains finitely many maximal ideals. 
2. Main results 
Weak CMC subsets and orderings 
We begin by recalling basic definitions and terminology that will be used 
throughout this paper. 
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Definition. A subset A of a ring R is said to be a CMC subset if 
(1) AA c_ A; (R\A)(R\A) c_ R\A; 0,l E A and 
(2) there exists e E U(R) such that 
(i) Vu,b E A, e(a + b) E A and 
(ii) Vx E R\A, 3 n E N such that ex”$ZA. 
If e = 1 is an exponent for A we say A is a CMC subring of R. Otherwise A is 
called a nonring CMC subset. If properties (1) and (2i) hold, we say A is a weak 
CMC subset of R and that e is a weak exponent for A. Noting that e = 1 is a weak 
exponent for A implies A is a CMC subring, we are mainly interested in nonring 
weak CMC subrings. 
Let A be a weak CMC subset of R having e as a weak exponent. Let 
P(A) = {x E R ( 3y E R\A with xy E A} U (0) , 
A(e) = {x E R 1 ex”EAVnEN}, 
Q(e) = n e’*A and C(e) = U eP’A . 
N N 
Notice that if A is a proper subset of R, then R\P(A) is multiplicatively closed. 
Similarly, if A is not a ring, then R\Q( e IS multiplicatively closed. The proof of ) . 
the next result follows easily from the proof of Proposition 2.4 of [lo]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a nonring weak CMC subset of a ring R with weak 
exponent e. Then: 
(1) C(e) is a CMC subring of R and Q(e) = (A : C(e)) is a proper prime ideal of 
C(e). 
(2) A(e) is a proper CMC subset of R with exponent e and A(e) $ C(e). 
(3) If e and f are weak exponents for A with A(e) and A(f) nonring, then 
A(e) = A(f), Q(e) = Q(f) and C(e) = C(f). 0 
Let A be a weak CMC subset admitting a weak exponent e such that A(e) is not 
a ring. Since Q(e) and C(e) are independent of such a weak exponent we will 
write Q(A) for Q(e) and C(A) for C(e). One can check that under these 
conditions Q(A) = Q(A(e)) and C(A) = C(A(e)). 
A ring R is called semireal if -1 is not expressible as a sum of square elements 
from R. Also, a subset T C R is an ordering of R if T is closed under both 
additionandmultiplication,R*~T,-l~T,TU-T=Rand~~:=Tn-Tisa 
prime ideal of R. We let X(R) denote the set of orderings of R and call pT the 
support of the ordering T. Any semireal ring is necessarily of characteristic 0, and 
it is well known that a ring is semireal if and only if X(R) is not empty (see [7] for 
details). For T E X(R) we set 
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noting that A[ T] is the unit interval with respect to T and @r C A[ T]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let T E X(R) with support 6~~. Ifs and t are elements of T, not both 
in gar, then s + t E Tip,.. 
Proof. Just suppose s + t E ,pr. Then 
s=(s+t)-tE-T+(-T)C-T 
and similarly t E -T, which gives a contradiction. q 
We now proceed to show that weak CMC subsets can arise quite naturally from 
orderings. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a ring and T E X(R). Then A[ T] and R\A[ T] are closed 
under multiplication and 0,l E A[ T]. Further, A[ T] is a weak CMC subset of R if 
and only if there exists e E U(R) with 2e E A[ T]. 
Proof. Let A = A[ T] and a,b E A. If b E T we have 
l?ab=(l-b)+b(l?a)ET+TTCT. 
Since a similar argument can be applied in case b E - T, we conclude AA c A. 
Now choose x,y E R\A. We may further assume x,y E T. With this, x - 1, 
y - 1 E T\Q~. Then, using the lemma above, 
xy - 1 = (x - 1)y + (y - 1) E T\~I~. 
Thus, R\A is closed under multiplication. Clearly 0,l E A. 
Now choose e E U(R) with 2e E A. By replacing e with -e if necessary, we 
may and shall assume e E T. For a,b E A we have, by our assumption on e, 
2e k e(a + b) = e(( 1 -+ a) + (1 -+ b)) E T . 
Hence, 
1 + e(a + b) = (1 - 2e) + (2e -+ e(a + b)) E T + T C T 
and e is a weak exponent for A[ T]. 
To conclude the proof we need only remark that for any weak exponent, f, for 
A[T] we must have 2f =f(l+ 1) E A[T]. 0 
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Theorem 2.4. Let T E X(R), e E U(R) fl T such that 2e E A = A[ T]. Then A(e) 
is a nonring CMC subset of R if and only if ke - 1 E T for some k E N. 
Proof. If A(e) is not a ring, then 2gA(e) (using Theorem 2.7 of [lo]). Choose 
n E N with e2” $z’A. Letting k = 2” we see that e has the desired property. 0 
We now assume the existence of k E N with ke - 1 E T. Just suppose that A(e) 
is a subring of R. Then 2 is necessarily in A(e) and 1 - e2” E T for all y1 E N. 
Choosing n so that k < 2”, we see 
k - 2” = (k - e-‘) + (e-’ - 2”) = e-‘(ke - 1) + eY’(1 - e2”) E T , 
which is a contradiction. With this, A(e) must be a nonring CMC subset of R. q 
Definition. For T E X(R) and e E U(R) f? T we say that e is an exponent for T if 
2e E A[ T] and ke - 1 E T for some k E N. Further, we will let X*(R) denote the 
set of all orderings of R that admit an exponent. 
If R is a ring with U(R) fl Z f (1, -l} then X(R) = X*(R). Note that this is the 
case whenever R is semilocal: consider a prime integer p with p g{char(RIM) 1 M 
is a maximal ideal of R}. In particular, if T is an ordering of a field, then l/2 is an 
exponent for T. 
Example 2.5. Let R = Q[X] and set 
T={a,X’“+.. . + a,,X” ( m 5 n and a, > 0} U (0) . 
From our remark above, we know that l/2 will serve as a weak exponent for 
A[ T]. We wish to show that l/2 cannot be an exponent by considering 1 + X. 
Since -XgT, we have 1 + X$?A[ T]. For any n E N we see 
l? (l/2)(1 +X)” E T 
and, as such, (l/2)(1 + X)” E A[T]. In fact, appealing to 1 + XeA[T], one can 
check that no unit of R will serve as an exponent for A[ T]. That is to say A[ T] is 
a weak CMC subset of R but not a CMC subset. 
Considering the unique extension of T to Q(X) we can obtain a weak CMC 
subset of a field having weak exponent l/2 which is not a CMC subset by again 
taking the unit interval induced by this ordering. 
In fact, if F is a field and T’ E X(F) is an ordering for which there exists 
0 # x E T’ with 1 - nx E T’ for all n E N, then A[ T’] is a weak CMC subset of F 
but not a CMC subset. To illustrate, let e be any weak exponent for A[ T’]. 
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Assuming without loss that e E T’ we have 0 < e 5 l/2. Now consider 1 + x@ 
A[ T’]. By our choice of x we have 
e(1 + x)” 5 (l/2)(1 + x)” 5 1 
and e(1 + x)” E A[T’] f or all n E N. Thus no weak exponent will serve in making 
A[ T’] into a CMC subset. These examples serve to underscore the importance of 
weak CMC subsets. 
For T E X”(R) with exponent e we know that A = A[ T] is a weak CMC subset 
of R with A(e) nonring. Since A(e) is independent of the choice of exponent for 
T, we write A( T) in lieu of A(e). Thus 
A(T):={rER\l?er”ETVnEN} 
is a nonring CMC subset of R. We take this opportunity to introduce two other 
subsets of R canonically associated to T. These are 
C(T):={rER\3nENwithntrET}, 
M(T):={rER(l-+nrETVnEN}. 
One can think of C(T) as those elements which are bounded with respect to Z in 
R and M(T) as those elements of R which become infinitesimal with respect to Q 
in the field of quotients of RI@=. Our next theorem shows that while these subsets 
are naturally associated to T, they are also related to A[ T] in an important way. 
Lemma 2.6. Let T E X*(R) with exponent e and m E N. Then there exists n E N 
with 
1 
n-PET. 
In particular, en’ is an exponent for T. 
Proof. Since there is a natural number, k, with 
we have 
Thus we may choose n = k’” to establish our claim. Cl 
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Theorem 2.7. Let T E X*(R) with exponent e and the notation be as above with 
A = A[T]. Then 
(1) C(T) = C(A) and 
(2) M(T) = Q(A). 
Proof. Let x E C(A) with 1 ? emx E T. By the lemma above, there exists n E N 
with 
n-&T. 
e 
With this, 
and C(A)C C(T). N ow suppose y E C(T) and choose n E k, with n k y E T. 
Since 1 - 2e E T we have 
1 
--2’ET 
e’ 
for all 1 E N. Hence, by choosing 1 E N with 2’ > n it follows that 
+ (2’ - n) + (n + y) E T 
Therefore, e’y E A and C(A) = C(T). 
To prove (2) we first note that we need only show M(T) fl T = Q(A) f? T as 
M(T) = -M(T) and Q(A) = - Q(A). Let x E M(T) fl T; then 1 - nx E T for all 
y1 E N. For m E N choose n so that ne”’ - 1 E T. With this 
l--$x=1-nx+nx-$x=(1-nx)+x n-s ET+TTcT 
( 1 
Thus em”‘x E A for all m and x E Q(A) n T. 
Now suppose y E Q(A) fl T. Then e” - y E T for all m. Fix n E k4 and choose 
m E N with n < 2”‘. Since 1 - 2e E T we know em”’ - 2”’ E T and, as such, 
-,?I e - n = (em”’ - 2”‘) - (2”’ - n) E T. Now 
As n was chosen arbitrarily, x E M(T) and our proof is complete. 0 
Real preplaces and convexity 
We remind the reader that a preplace on a ring R is a ring homomorphism 
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4 : C-+ k with k a field, C a CMC subring of R and P(C) C ker(+). We also 
recall that to any nonring CMC subset A of a ring R one associates a complex- 
valued preplace 4, : C(A)-+ C on R such that A = {c E C(A) ( l+(c)1 5 l}. Fur- 
ther, if 4’: C’-+ @ is another complex-valued preplace with A = {c’ E 
C’ ) I@(c’)l 5 l}, th en C’ = C(A) and 4’ equals either 4* or 4, followed by 
complex conjugation (see [lo, Theorem 2.71). 
Definition. Let A be a nonring CMC subset of R with 4, : C(A)* @ the 
associated complex-valued preplace on R. We call A real if im(4) c R. 
Theorem 2.8. Let T E X”(R). Then A = A( T) is real and 4,(C(T) n T) P 0. 
Proof. Let C = C(T), Q = M(T), c = C/Q and S = T n C. Since T E X*(R) we 
know that A is a nonring CMC subset of R. Let e denote an exponent for T. 
Consider s + 4 E R where s E S\Q and q E Q. Choosing m E N with sj??ee”‘A, we 
see that s - e” E S. Further, as q E Q, e” + q E S. Thus s + q E S. Just suppose 
s + q E -S. Then 1 ? em”‘(s + q)E T f or all m E N, which leads us to the 
contradiction that s E Q. Thus we have 
((S\Q)+ Q>n -s=fl. 
With this, one checks that (c, 3) is an ordered domain with trivial support, where 
s={sEClsES}. 
Let ti,b E s\{O} where we assume a,b E S\Q. Choose natural numbers n and r 
such that 
n - UE T and e-‘b@A[T]. 
Thus ep’b - 1 E T and we may choose m E N with mb - 1 E S. With this nmb - 
a E S. Hence, there exists I E N with lb - ti E s\{O}. 
At this point we see that s induces an archimedean ordering on the field of 
quotients of C/Q. With this, there exists a real-valued preplace 8 : C+ R having 
ker(f3) = Q and s= $‘(lR’) where 6 : C/Q --, Iw. One can quickly check that 
A = K’[-l,l]. Thus 4A = 8 and the proof is complete. 0 
For T E X*(R) we will write 47. for the preplace 4, : C(T)+ 53 determined by 
A=A(T). 
Theorem 2.9. Let T,,T?EX*(R), A,=A(T,) and A2=A(T2). Zf T,CT,, 
then A, = A, and 4,., = 4,.2. 
Proof. Clearly we need only check that A 1 G A,. To this end choose a E A 2 and 
just suppose that a @A,. There exists m E N such that either 
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-l-ea”ET, or -l+ea’“ET,, 
where e is an exponent for T,. If - 1 - ea” E T,, then -em1 - arrl E T, C T2, and 
consequently e-’ 
euzm E grz. 
+ a”’ E v, (where ,pZ = pTL). Thus, 1 + earn Ep, and a”’ + 
Recalling a E A,, we have 
I + a”’ = (1 - ea2’,1) + (calm + a”‘) E T, + T, G T, 
which gives rise to the contradiction 
-1 = (-2 - a”‘) + (1 + a?“) E T, 
By a similar argument, the assumption -1 + eu” E T, also leads to the conclusion 
that - 1 E T2. Thus A, = A, and, with Theorem 2.8, &, = &,. 0 
It is well known that if R = F is a field, T E X(F), and 4 : C+ 1w is a (pre)place 
on F with +(C n T) 2 0, then $ = $+ (this fact, proved independently by Brown 
and Dubois, can be found in either [l] or [2]). We have the following generaliza- 
tion for rings which will be refined in a later section of this paper. 
Theorem 2.10. Let R be a ring and T E X*(R) with exponent e. Let A be a 
nonring CMC subset of R, C = C(A), 4 = cpA the prepluce associated to A, und 
& : C(T)+ Iw the prepluce associated to T. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) r$(C)C[w and +(Cn T)?O, 
(2) A=CnA(T), and 
(3) Cc C(T) and 4 = c/&. 
Proof. Let Q denote the kernel of 4. 
To prove (l)+(2) we observe that e E C otherwise em’ E P(C) G Q and 
1 - 2e E T gives -2 = +(ee’ - 2) 2 0. Choose k E N with ke - 1 E T. Since e E C 
we have 4(e) 2 1 ik. 
Let c E C and assume c E T. Since 4(c) E [w there exists m E N with 0 5 4(c) 5 
2”‘. Just suppose cgC(T). Then (2,‘+ l)- c@T. So c-(2”‘+ 1)E T and 
2” + 1 5 4(c). Hence 0 5 4(c) 5 2”’ < 2’” + 1 5 4(c), a contradiction. Therefore 
we have CC C(T). 
Now choose 9 E Q n T. Just suppose q @M( T). Then there is an 1 E N with 
Iq - 1 E C fl T. We then have -1 = +(lq - 1) 2 0. With this Q C M(T). 
Let cE Cn A(T) and assume c E T. Then 1 - ec’71 E T for all m E N. So 
c$(c”‘) lk 5 4(ec”‘) 5 1 and $(c’“) 5 k f orallmEFV,ThusO5$(c)5landcEA. 
Now assume c E A f’ T. If c E A[ T] we are done, so we may also assume 
1 - ~$5 T. Then 4(c) = 1 and c = 1 + q for some q E Q. Now Q c M(T) gives 
&(c)=l. Thus CEA(T). 
To complete the proof we note that the implication (2) 3 (3) follows from 
Proposition 3.3 of [lo] and its corollary, while (3)$(l) is clear. 0 
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Corollary 2.11. Let TE X*(R) and q5 : C +R a prepLace with +(C fl T) ~-0. 
Then C G C(T) and 4 = qf+Ic. 
Proof. Let e be an exponent for T. From the hypotheses on 4 we know that 
e E U(C) and 0 < 4(e) 5 112. Therefore A = $-‘[-1, l] is a nonring CMC subset 
of R by Proposition 2.11 of [lo], and 4 is its associated preplace. Cl 
Example 2.12. Let R = Q[X] with T as in Example 2.5 and set 
T,, = {a,, + . . . + a,X” E R 1 a,, 2 0} . 
One checks that 
A[T]={aE~~~1~~1}U{fER~deg(f)~1,-1~f(O)~1} 
u (1 + a,,X”’ + . . . + a,,X” 1 15 m 5 n, a,, < O} 
U { -1 + a,,zX”’ + . . . + a,,X” 1 19 m 9 n, a,, > 0} 
and 
NT,,1 = AtTo) = If ER 1 If(O)1 511. 
Consider the natural inclusion + : Q +[w and A = +-‘[-l,l]. Then AS 
A[ T] g A[ T,,] s C(T,,) = R. This example serves many purposes. It shows that 
proper containment is possible in Corollary 2.11, thereby dashing any hope of 
extending the aforementioned field-theoretic result of Brown and Dubois to 
arbitrary rings. Consequently, we see that A{ T) is not, in general, unique with 
the properties listed in Theorem 2.S. (That is to say, A a real CMC subset with 
4,(C(A) f’ T) 2 0 does not imply A = A( T) .) We also have a chain 
of three nonring weak CMC subsets as well as a weak CMC subset that is not a 
CMC subset lying between two nonring CMC subsets. 
Let T be an ordering of R and X a subset of R. The set X is said to be T-convex 
if 
rER; x,yEX; xs-,rs,y 3 rEX 
We will suppress the ‘T’ on 5 r when no confusion can result. Also, for every 
CMC subset A of R, we remind the reader that 
{(A : x) 1 Y E R} 
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is linearly ordered by inclusion (see [5] for details). We have the following 
alternate characterization of T-convexity. 
Proposition 2.13. Let T be an ordering and A a CMC subset of R. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) 0 5 x 5 y + (A : y) C (A : x) for all x,y E R and 
(2) A is T-convex. 
Proof. To establish (1) + (2) it suffices to show 
05x5~ and YEA + xEA. 
This is easily checked. 
To prove the converse, let 0 5 x 5 y and just suppose 
(A : x) sj (A : y) . 
Then there exists r E R with ry E A and rx @A. If r E T, then 0 5 rx 5 ry and by 
convexity rx E A. If r E - T, then ry 5 rx 5 0, and we again have rx E A. In 
either event we have a contradiction and we are done. 0 
Any reader familiar with the results and notation found in [5] will recognize 
that (1) can be written as 
where u : R-+ r is the v-valuation associated to A. 
Note that if A is any CMC subset of R which is T-convex, then pr c A since 
Q~ C A[ T] C A by convexity. Also, it is clear that C(T) is the smallest T-convex 
subring of R. 
Theorem 2.14. Let T E X*(R). Then A(T) is the only T-convex nonring CMC 
subset of R. 
Proof. Let e denote an exponent of T and A be a T-convex nonring CMC subset 
of R with exponent f. Since A is not a CMC subring of R we know that 2j&A and, 
by convexity, we must have 
-2<a<2 forallaEA. 
Now, since 2e % 1, we have 
-15-2e<ea52e51 forallaEA. 
With this ACA(T) 
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We now claim that e is an exponent for A. Since A is contained in A( T), we 
can conclude that f is an exponent for A(T) [lo, Proposition 3.31. Recall that 
Q(A) = n f’A C n f“A ( T) = n e’A ( T) 
N N N 
and, since e is not in the latter, we see egQ(A). Corollary 2.8 of [lo] now gives e 
is an exponent for A. Thus 
A(T)=A[T](e)cA(e)=A 
and the proof is complete. 0 
3. Rings with large Jacobson radical 
CMC and Manis valuation subrings 
In this section we will focus our attention on a special class of rings. A ring R is 
said to have large Jacobson radical if every prime ideal which contains the 
Jacobson radical is maximal. The restriction to rings with large Jacobson radical is 
advantageous as it ensures many units, thereby allowing us to refine some of our 
earlier results. Letting J(R) denote the Jacobson radical, we can be more precise. 
Proposition 3.1. Let R be a ring. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) R has large Jacobson radical, and 
(2) Vx E R, 3y E R with x + y E U(R) and xy E J(R). 
Proof. See [4]. 0 
As examples, we point out that semilocal rings and rings in which every prime 
ideal is maximal have large Jacobson radicals. 
We remind the reader that a subring C of R is said to be a Manis valuation 
subring if there is a prime ideal P of C for which the property 
xER\C + IpEPwithxpEC\P 
is satisfied. For such a subring C with prime ideal P we sometimes refer to (C, P) 
as a Manis valuation pair. We make the following useful observations. 
Proposition 3.2. Let R be a ring and (C, P) a Manis valuation pair of R with 
R # C. Then C is a CMC subring of R and P = P(C). In particular, P is 
completely determined by C whenever C is proper. 
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Proof. That C is a CMC subring of R is easily checked. Let c E P(C) and choose 
x E R\C with cx E C. We can also choose p E P with px E C/P. Now p(cx) E P 
gives c E P and we have one of the necessary containments. 
We next show (C : R) = (P : R). Let c E (C : R) and choose x E R\C. Then 
(cR)x c CR c C. Thus CR c P(C) C P by the above, and c E (P : R). With this 
(C : R) = (P : R). 
To conclude, let p E P. If p E (C : R) we are done, so we may assume 
pg(C : R) = (P : R). Choose x E R with px@P. Note that x@C. If px E C we 
are done. If px@C, choose 4 E P with pqx E C\P. Note that this implies qx fsC 
and p E P(C). 0 
The following facts about Manis valuation subrings can be easily verified by the 
reader. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a ring with C a proper Manis valuation subring of R. 
(1) Then (C : R) is a p rtme ideal of R contained in P(C) and C/( C : R) is a 
Manis valuation subring of Rl( C : R). 
(2) The ideal (C : R) is maximal in the set of ideals of R which are disjoint from 
C\P(C). 
(3) If S C C is a multiplicative subset, then S’C is a Manis valuation subring of 
K’R. Cl 
The following result extends a theorem found in [3]. 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a ring with large Jacobson radical. Then every CMC 
subring of R is a Manis valuation subring. 
Proof. Let C be a proper CMC subring of R with P = P(C) and choose x E R\C. 
Let y E R with x + y E U(R) and xy E J(R). It suffices to show that there exists 
u E U(R) with (C : u) = (C : x) for then (C : U-IX) = (C : 1) and U-IX E C\P. 
Case 1: (C : x) s (C : y). Then (C : x + y) = (C : x). 
Case 2: (C : y) $ (C : x). Then (C : x + y) = (C : y). Letting a = (x + y))’ we 
have x + ay E U(R) and (C : x + ay) = (C : x). 
Case 3: (C: x) = (C: y). In particular, xygC. If (C: y’)~ (C: y), then 
replace y by y’ in Case 2. If (C : y’) = (C : y), then (C : xy) = (C : x). Now 
consider 1 + xy E U(R). Since xy g C, (C : 1 + xy) = (C : x) and we done. 0 
For C a Manis valuation subring of R, one can easily verify that the field of 
quotients of C/(C : R) is the same as the field of quotients of R/(C : R). Thus, in 
a ring large Jacobson radical, the CMC subrings cannot be significantly smaller 
than the ring itself. As we have seen (and will continue to see) pathological 
examples can be found quite easily when CMC subrings are significantly smaller 
than their containing ring. 
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Unit intervals and weak CMC subsets 
We have seen that orderings with exponents naturally give rise to nonring weak 
CMC subsets via unit intervals. For rings with large Jacobson radical we now 
prove that these unit intervals completely determine the orderings. We also are 
able to characterize those nonring weak CMC subsets which arise as unit intervals 
whenever 2E U(R). To help with both of these undertakings, we begin with the 
following useful construction. 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a ring with large Jacobson radical and C a proper CMC 
subring of R. If S E X(C) with @s a prime ideal of R, then there is a unique 
T E X(R) with C n T = S. Further, if P(C) c A[S] := {c E C 1 12 c E S}, then 
A[S] = A[T], and SE X*(C) implies T E X*(R). 
Proof. First note that pg c (C : R) c P(C). We wish to extend the ordering on C 
to an ordering on R. For x E R\C we know there exists c E S with cx E 
C\P(C) c C\O,~. Noting that c@ps, we say x E T if cx E S. To see that T is well 
defined, let x E R\C and c,d E S, where cx,dx E C\a,s. Just suppose cx E S and 
dx E -S. Then cdx E ws, and we have a contradiction. We now would like to 
show T E X(R). 
Choose x,y E T. To show both x + y and xy are in T we examine three possible 
cases. 
Case 1: x,y~S. Clearlyx+yES andxyES. 
Case 2: x@C and y$C. Choose c,d E S with cx and dy in S\V,~. Then 
cd(x + y) E S and cdxy E S\@,s. Since xy jZC we see xy E T. Also cd(x + y) = 
cdx + cdy E (S\@.s) + (S\@~s) L S\m, using Lemma 2.2. If x + y E C, then cd(x + 
y)ES\y,7givesx+yES. Ifx+y@C, thenx+yET. 
Case 3: x E S and y FC. Choose d E S with dy E S\fgs. NOW d(x + y) E 
S + (S\ps) c S\@.s and x + y E T. If x E ps, then xy E ps c S C T, so assume 
xgps. Then dxy E S\p, from which it follows that xy E T. 
Consider x E T f’ - T. Just suppose x $ C. Choose c E S with cx E C\ps. Then 
cxECnST~CnT=SandcxECnS(-T)~Cn-T=-Swhichcontradicts 
the fact that cx$Z~,~. Thus x E C and it follows that T fl - T = @.s. 
To complete this part of the proof, let x E R. If x’ E C, then x E C and x2 E S. 
If x2 @SC, then xgC and cx E S\P,~ for some c E S. Thus c2x2 E S\a, and c’ E S 
giving x2 E T. With the observations that - 16 T and R = T U - T, we conclude 
that TEX(R), Cfl T=S and M~=@.~. 
Suppose T’ E X(R) with C n T’ = S. Choose t’ E T’\C and c E S with ct’ E 
C\ps. Hence ct’ E C n T’ = S and by definition t’ E T. Now let t E T with tg C. 
Choosing d E S with dt E S\ps we see t E T’ else -dt E C fI T’ = S. Hence 
T’ = T. 
Now assume P(C) c A[S]. Clearly A[S] c A[ T], so choose x E A[ T]. Just 
suppose that x $ZC. Without loss of generality, we may and shall assume x E T. 
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Claim: With x as above, there exists y E R with x + y E U(R), xy E J(R) and 
Osy<l. 
Reason: We know that we can choose z E R such that x + z E U(R) and 
xz E J(R). Further, by replacing z with -z if necessary we may assume z E T. 
Now consider y = z(x + z))’ ET. SinceO~z<x+zweseeOry<l. Checking 
x + y E U(R) and xy E J(R) concludes the proof of the claim. 
Recall that we have assumed x E A[ T]\C. To contradict the existence of such 
an element it suffices to use this element to find u E U(R) fl T with u E A[ T]\C. 
To see this let u be such. Then up’ E P(C) c A[S] and u 2 1. Since u E A[T] we 
have 1 - u E pr c C and our contradiction. We examine three cases. 
Case 1: (C : x) $ (C : y). Since (C : x) = (C : x - y) we have x - y$C. Note 
thatx-yEU(R). Ifu=x-YET, thenOsulx51. OtherwiseOs-ury% 
1. In either event we have a contradiction. 
Case 2: (C : y) $ (C : x). S’ mce (C: y)=(C:x-y) we again have x-y@C. 
We proceed to a contradiction as in Case 1. 
Case3: (C:x)=(C:y).Inthiscasey~Candxy~C.Thusl-xy:yC.Since 
0 < x < 1 and 0 < y < 1 we have 0 < 1 - xy < 1, again a contradiction. 
Considering these cases we find x E C. Thus A[ T] G C and A[S] = A[ T]. 
Noting that any exponent for S will serve as an exponent for T the theorem is 
established. 0 
Let A be a nonring weak CMC subset of R with weak exponent e and 
C = C(A). For c E C let 
f(c) = min{n E N 1 e”c E A} 
We set 
S(A,e)={cECIl-e’(‘)cEA}. 
Corollary 3.6. Let R be a ring with large Jacobson radical and let T, , T, E X*(R). 
IfA[T,] = A[T,], then T, = T2. 
Proof. LetQ=M(T,)=M(T,)andC=C(T,)=C(T,).SetS,=CnT,fori= 
1,2. Noting that p7, c A[ T,] c C we see that Pi, = pr, for i = 1,2. Thus, using 
Theorem 3.5, it suffices to prove S, = S,. 
Let e be an exponent for T,. Then 2e E A[T,] = A[T,] and ke E R\A[ T,] = 
R\A[ T,] for some k E N. So e is an exponent for T2. Set A = A[ T,] = A[ T2]. 
Now, using the notation above, c E S, e e’(‘)c E S, e 1 - e’(‘)c E A e e’(‘)c E 
S, e c E S, and the proof is complete. Cl 
More generally, if T, T2 E X*(R) are such that 
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where Cj = C(T,) for i = 1,2, then A[ T,] = A[ T2] implies T, = T2 
Example 3.7. Let R = Q[X] and set 
T=={a,,+.. . + a,,X” E R 1 a,, > 0} U (0) , 
T -x = {a,, + . . . + a,,X” E R 1 (- l)“a,, > 0} U (0) 
One checks that although T, f T_, in X*(R) = X(R) 
Therefore, Corollary 3.6 is not true for a genera1 ring. 
Lemma 3.8. Let R be a ring with large Jacobson radical and 2 E U(R). If A is a 
nonring weak CMC subset of R such that 
(1) e = 1 I2 is a weak exponent for A, 
(2) Vx,y E R (1 -+ xy E A a 1 +x E A or 1 t y E A), 
(3) aEA + l-a2EA, and 
(4) Va,bEA (1-aEA, 1 -be A 3 l-abE A), 
then S = S(A, e) E X(C(A)) with y, a prime ideal of R and A C A[S]. 
Proof. Let S = S(A, e) and C = C(A). We will break up the proof into a series of 
claims. 
Claim 1: Let a,bEA. Then l+abEA+l+aEA or l+bEA. 
Reason: Just suppose 1 + a $A and 1 + b $A. Then (3) gives 1 - a E A and 
1-bEA. Thus l-abEA by (4) and 1tabEA. Using (2) we obtain a 
contradiction. 
Claim2: ForaEA, l+aEAifandonlyif l+eaEA. 
Reason: Assume l+eaEA. Just suppose l+eEA. We have l-e=eEA 
and as such 1 ? e E A. This in conjunction with (2) gives 2 = 1 + 2e E A. This is a 
contradiction since 2 E A and e = 112 a weak exponent implies that A is a subring 
of R. Hence 1-t e$?A and by Claim 1 we have 1 + a E A. 
Now assume 1 + aE A. If 1 + eaeA, then (3) gives 1 - eaE A. Using the 
implication just proved 1 - a E A. Hence 1 2 a E A and 1 2 ea E A. Therefore, 
l+eaEA. 
Set@={xERIl*xEA}. 
Claim 3: The set p is a prime ideal of R and 43 c A. 
Reason: That R\y is closed under multiplication and RV & @ are direct con- 
sequences of (2). Clearly v = -Q. Now choose x,y E p. Then 1 + e(x + y) = 
e(1 + x + 1 + y) E A. Similarly, 1 - e(x + y) E A and we have e(x + y) E y. Thus 
x + y = 2(e(x + y)) E Q and w is a prime idea1 of R. 
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To conclude, note that x E $7 gives x = e( 1 + x - (1 - x)) E A. We are done 
with the claim. 
With the notation as above and x E C it follows from Claim 2 that the 
statements 
XES, 
1 - e”x E A for all II 2 l(x) , 
1 - e”x E A for some n P I(x) 
are equivalent. 
Claim 4: The set S is an ordering on C and ps = y. 
Reason: Let x, y E S and choose II > max{ I(x), 1(y)}. Clearly e”(x + y) E A. 
Also 1 - e”x E A and 1 - e”y E A. So e(( 1 - e”x) + (1 - e”y)) = 1 - e”+ ’ (x + y) E 
A and we have x + y E S. Further, 1 - ezRxy E A using (4). Hence xy E S and S is 
closed under addition and multiplication. 
Let c E C and consider I?. Since e’(“‘c E A, (3) yields 1 - e”““c’ E A. With this 
C’ C S. One checks -1 jZ’S. For d E C we know 1 - e2’(d)d2 E A. Thus either 
1 + e’(“‘d E A or 1 - e”“)d E A, and C = S U -S. 
Let x E S n -S. Then 1 2 e’(‘)x E A. So e’(X’x E g, and x = 2’(‘)e’(‘)x E w. For 
y E @, 1 ? y E A and 1(y) = 0 (using Claim 3). Hence y E S n -S and the claim is 
established. 
Let aEAfi.3. Then l-aEA and 1-(1-a)EA. Thus 1-aES and l+ 
a E S. Since A[S] = -A[S], we conclude A G A[S]. 0 
Theorem 3.9. Let R be a ring having large Jacobson radical and 2 E U(R). Let A 
be a nonring weak CMC subset of R. Then A is the unit interval with respect to 
some ordering on R if and only if the following conditions are met: 
(1) e = 112 is a weak exponent for A, 
(2) Vx,yER (l?xyEA G l?xEA or l*y~A), 
(3) aEA j 1 -a’EA, 
(4) Va,bEA (1 -SEA, l- bEA 3 l-abE A), and 
(5) Va E A (1 - a E A 3 2a E A or 2(1 -a) E A). 
Proof. (+) Letting S = S(A, e) and C = C(A) we know SE X(C) with Q,$ a 
prime ideal of R and A G A[ S]. 
Now let c E A[S] assuming without loss that c E S. Just suppose c jZA. Then 
l=l(c)~lande’-‘c~A.Seta=e’c.Sincec~Swehavel-a~Aandby(5) 
either 2a E A or 2( 1 - a) E A. By our choice of 1 we see that 2a is not in A, and 
we must have 2(1 - a) E A n S. Hence e’-‘c - 1 = 1 - (2 - e’-‘c) E A, giving 
1 - e’-‘c E A f’s (as e’-‘c E A[S] f’s). So e’-‘c = 1 - (1 - e”c) E A and we 
have another contradiction. Therefore, c E A and A = A[S]. 
If C = R we have established the desired implication, so we may assume that C 
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is properly contained in R. Appealing to Theorem 3.5 we know that there exists a 
unique T E X*(R) which extends S. To conclude this implication we need only 
observe P(C) G A = A[.!?]. 
(3) Let TEX(R) with A = A[ T]. Property (1) follows from Theorem 2.3. 
Let x,y E R and assume 1 ?I xy E A. Then 1 - (1 + xy) E T and 1 - (1 - xy) E T. 
So xy E gar and we may assume x E @r. Since 2 + x and -x are in T we have 
15 (1 + x) E T. Further, 2 - x and x in T gives 1 5 (1 - x) E T. Thus 12 x E A. 
Now assume l?xEA andyER. ThenxEprandxyEEyr. Asabove2?xy 
and ?xy in T implies 1 ? (1 -t xy) E T. Thus 1 * xy E A and property (2) holds. 
Choose aEA. Then -1~~~1 and it follows that Osl-a’ll. Thus l- 
a2 E A and property (3) is checked. 
Consider a,b E A with 1 - a, 1 - b E A. Then 0 5 ab 5 1 from which it follows 
that 1 - ab E A and (4) is established. 
LetuEA~Twith1-uEAand2a~A.Then1-2u~T(since1+2aET). 
So l-2(1-u)=2u-JET and .2(1-a)EA. With this the proof is 
complete. 0 
If R = F is a field, we can improve Theorem 3.9 considerably. 
Theorem 3.10. Let A be a nonring weak CMC subset of a field F. Then A is the 
unit interval with respect to some ordering on F if and only if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) 1 I2 is a weak exponent for A, 
(2) O#UEA + l-a2EA and l+u’@A, and 
(3) Vu,bEA (I-aEA, l-bEA 3 l-abEA). 
Proof. Assume the properties (l)-(3) and let e = l/2. 
Claim: Let xEF. Then l?xEA+x=O. 
Reason: Note that l*xEA gives XEA. Also 1+x2=e((l-x)‘+(l+ 
x)‘) E A. Using (2) we see x = 0. 
With this claim we can appeal to Lemma 3.8 and conclude that S = S(A, e) is 
an ordering on C(A) having trivial support and A C A[S]. Let T be the unique 
extension of S to F. 
Choose xE A[T] and just suppose x$?A. Then 1 -x2 E T and x’$A. So 
xm2 E A C A[S] c A[ T]. Thus x’ 5 1 and x-’ 5 1, giving x2 = 1 E A, a contradic- 
tion. Therefore, A = A[ T]. 
The remaining implication is easily checked. 0 
Local rings and real preplaces 
With Theorem 3.4 we can generalize another well-known fact concerning 
orderings and valuation (i.e. CMC) subrings of fields (cf. Theorem 2.3 of [6]). 
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Theorem 3.11. Let R be a ring, C be a proper Manis valuation subring of R and 
T E X(R). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) C is T-convex, 
(2) o5x5y + (C: y)C(C:x), 
(3) P(C) is T-convex and 
(4) ((,S\P(C)) + P(C)) f? -S = 0 where S = C fl T. 
Proof. We know (l)+(2) by Proposition 2.13. 
(2)+(3) Assume p,qEP(C) and psxsq. Then 05x-psq-p and 
(C: l)C(C: q-p)C(C : x - p). Hence x - p E P(C) and x E P(C). 
(3) + (4) Let s E S\P(C) and p E P(C). Just suppose s + p E -S. Then 0 5 
s 5 -p and s E P(C). 
(4) + (1) Just suppose that C is not convex with respect to T. Then there exists 
CEC and XER\C with 01x5~. Choose PEP(C) and PET and xpE 
C\P(C). Now 0 5 xp 5 cp and cp - xp E S. Also xp - cp E (S\P(C)) + P(C) 
giving xp - cp E S. So cp - xp E S II -S c P(C) and we have arrived at the 
contradiction xp E P(C). 0 
We note that Theorem 3.11 characterizes the T-convex CMC subrings of a ring 
with large Jacobson radical.. 
Lemma 3.12. Let R be a local ring and 4 : C -+ k a preplace of R. If R # C, then 
P(C) = ker(4). 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.2 we need only check (C, ker(+)) is 
a Manis valuation pair. Let Q = ker(+) and M the maximal ideal of R. Choose 
x E R\C. 
Case 1: x E R\M. Then x-’ E P(C) c Q and xx-’ E C\Q. 
Case 2: x E M. Consider 1 + x E U(R). Now (1 + x)-’ E P(C) G Q and x(1 + 
x>-’ = 1 - (1 +x)-l E C\Q and we are done with the proof. 0 
We are now able to refine Theorem 2.10. 
Theorem 3.13. Let R be a local ring and T E X(R) = X*(R). Let c,!~ : C+ R be a 
preplace with 4(C I? T) 2 0. Then C = C(T) and 4 = &. 
Proof. We already know that C c C(T). By Proposition 3.12, P(C) = ker($). 
Letting S = C fl T, s E S\P(C) and p E P(C) we see s + p g- T (or else 
+(-s-p)=-$(s)>O). Th us, using Theorem 3.11, C is a T-convex, and we 
have C = C(T). Lastly, Theorem 2.10 gives 4 = 4,. 0 
Corollary 3.14. Let R be local, T E X(R), and A a real CMC subset of R with 
associated preplace +*. If 4, (C(A) n T) 2 0, then A = A ( T) 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.13 we know C(A) = C(T). This observation in conjunction 
with Theorem 2.10 concludes the proof. 0 
Local rings and real CMC subsets 
Theorem 2.8 tells us that for a ring to admit a real CMC subset it is sufficient 
that the ring possess an ordering with exponent. In fact, if R is local, then the 
latter condition becomes necessary as the next theorem shows. Before stating the 
result, we introduce some notation. For a real CMC subset A with associated 
preplace 4A : C-+ 1w where C = C(A) and Q = ker(4,), let C = C/Q, r : C-+ C 
the canonical homomorphism, and y = $,‘(O, 03). 
Theorem 3.15. Let R be a local ring. The map @ : TH A( T) is a surjective 
mapping from X(R) to the set of all real CMC subsets of R. Further, for a real 
CMC subset A. 
Proof. Assume A = A{ T). Then C = C(T), Q = M(T) and 4A = 4[-. Clearly 
@~~M(T)=Q.LetcEY’(Y)andjustsupposethatc$?T.Then -cETand 
4,(c) < 0 which contradicts our choice of c. Thus K’(y) C T. 
Again, let A be real. Suppose T E X(R) with K’(Y) & T and y, c Q. Let 
c E C f~ T and just suppose 4,(c) < 0. Then c $?Q. Also 4,I(-c) > 0, and as such 
-c E Y’(r) c T, leading to the contradiction that c E Pi. Hence 4,(C n T) 2 
0, and A = A( T) by Corollary 3.14. 
To complete the proof we need only show that a real CMC subset A or R 
ensures the existence of an ordering T with +A (C fl T) P 0. Let A be such. If 
C = R we are done as we may choose T = 4 /r ‘( iw’) E X(R). Thus, we may and 
shall assume that C is proper. Letting 7 : R- R/(C : R) denote the natural 
projection, Proposition 3.3 gives that 
is a valuation subring of F = qf(v(R)), the field of quotients of RI(C : R). One 
checks that the assignment c + P(C) +-+ v(c) + P(C’) induces an isomorphism 
from qf(C/P(C)) onto C’/P(C’). 
Recall, under our current assumption, Q = P(C). Now 4 ,‘( iw’) induces an 
ordering on C/P(C) with trivial support. Using the identification above, this 
ordering can be used to induce an ordering S’ on C’ with support P(C’). Using 
the fact that C’/P(C’) can be embedded in the reals, one checks that XX: E 
ZF2 n C’ implies X, E C’ for all i. With this observation and Lemma 3.2 of [6] we 
know ZF”(S’\P(C’)) to be a preordering on F with the property that any 
containing ordering induces S’ on C’. Let T’ be such and set T = q-‘(T’) E 
X(R). The check that 4, (C n T) 2 0 concludes the proof. 0 
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Example 3.16. To see that Theorem 3.15 cannot be extended to arbitrary 
commutative rings we consider R := [w[X, Y] /(X2 + Y’ + 1). One can show that 
Iw is a CMC subring of R by first observing that every coset of the ideal 
(X’ + Y’ + 1) can be uniquely represented by an element of the form f,, + f, Y, 
where fo,f, E Iw[X]. With this observation if suffices to establish the claim that if 
(A,+f,Y)(g,+g,Y)=l mod(X’+ Y”+l), 
then f, = g, = 0 and fo, g,, are nonzero constants. This can be shown using a degree 
argument. One checks that this CMC subring gives rise to a real CMC subset, but 
R is not semireal and hence possesses no orderings. 
While this paper has shown how real CMC subsets can arise via orderings (and 
Theorem 3.15 gives a complete characterization of these subsets with respect to 
orderings in a local setting), we would like to call attention to an open question. 
Suppose 4 : C+ C is a complex-valued (pre)place on a field F with A the nonring 
CMC subset determined by 4 and Q = ker(4). How can one determine if A is 
real? 
Replacing F by C/Q and A by AIQ we may and shall assume that 4 : F- @ is 
a field embedding with Q = (0). One might expect to determine whether A is real 
or not by looking at either the multiplicative units of A or the extreme points for 
A, by which we mean points a E A that cannot be written as a = i(b + c) with 
b # c in A. The following example communicated by S.S. Shatz shows that no 
such determination exits. 
Example 3.17. Let x,y E [w be algebraically independent over Q and set t = 
x + iy. Let s = x - iy noting that s and t are algebraically independent over Q. To 
see this, observe that the algebraically independent elements x2 = (t + s)*/4 and 
y2 = -(t - s)‘/4 are in 6J(s, t). 
Let F = Cl(t) and let 5’ = {z EC 1 IzI 5 1). Then F f’s’ = (-1, l}. For if f(t), 
g(t) E U2[t] are relatively prime and If(t) /g(t)1 = 1 then f(t)f(s)lg(t)g(s) = 1 and 
S(t)!@) = g(t)&). BY unique factorization in Q[s, t] we must have f(t) /g(t) = 
rE(lIJ where Y’ = 1. 
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